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1. Introduction

Stable homotopy theory studies the homotopy category of spectra. This category
has a symmetric monoidal smash product which allows the definition of ring
spectra ‘up to homotopy’. In recent years therewas an increasing interest inmore
refined notions of ring spectra which are associative (and possibly commutative)
up to coherent homotopy, and a complexmachinery developed around this issue.
The coherence questions can be avoided if there is a model for the category of
spectra (not just its homotopy category) which admits a symmetric monoidal
smash product. For a long time no such category was known, and there was even
evidence that it might not exist [Lew91].

Then at approximately the same time, two categories of spectra with nice
smashproductswere discovered. Elmendorf, Kriz,Mandell andMay constructed
the category ofS-modules[EKMM], and Jeff Smith introducedsymmetric spec-
tra [HSS]. Both categories are Quillen model categories [Q,Hov] and have asso-
ciated notions of ring and module spectra. However these two categories arise in
completely different ways. And even though the homotopy categories are equiv-
alent, it is not a priori clear if both frameworks give rise to the same homotopy
theory of rings and modules. Both categories have their merits, described in de-
tail in the introductions of [EKMM] and [HSS], and it is desirable to be able to
translate results obtained in one category into conclusions valid in the other. The
present paper describes a mechanism which makes such comparisons possible.

Below we define a lax symmetric monoidal functorΦ :MS −→ SpΣ from
the category ofS-modules to the category of symmetric spectra. The functorΦ

preserves homotopy groups and has a strong symmetric monoidal left adjoint.
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We show that the two functors induce inverse equivalences of the homotopy
categories of spectra, ring spectra, commutative ring spectra andmodule spectra:

Main Theorem. The functorΦ from the categoryMS of S-modules to the
categorySpΣ of symmetric spectra passes to a symmetric monoidal equivalence
of homotopy categories

Ho(MS)
∼=−−−→ Ho(SpΣ) .

Furthermore,Φ induces equivalences of homotopy categories

Ho(S-algebras)
∼=−−−→ Ho(symmetric ring spectra) ,

Ho(com.S-algebras)
∼=−−−→ Ho(com. symmetric ring spectra) ,

and Ho(MR)
∼=−−−→ Ho(Φ(R)-modules)

for anyS-algebraR.

All equivalences in the main theorem follow from the fact that the functorΦ

is the right adjoint of various Quillen equivalences [Hov, 1.3.12]. The precise
statement is in Theorem 5.1, which also deals with some additional cases of
structured spectra.

Whenusing the terms ‘fibrations’or ‘cofibrations’in thecontextofS-modules,
we refer to themodel category structureof [EKMM,VII 4.6],where thosenotions
are called ‘q-fibrations’ and ‘q-cofibrations’. In the context of symmetric spec-
tra, we consider different kinds of stable model category structures: the ‘stable’
[HSS, 3.4.4] or [MMSS, 9.2], the ‘positive stable’ [MMSS, 14.2] and the ‘S’-
model category structure [HSS, 5.3.6]. TheS-model structure is only hinted at in
[HSS], and we will not use the fact that the model category axioms are satisfied.
The weak equivalences are always the same, they are thestable equivalences
[HSS, 3.1.3] or [MMSS, 8.3]. In particular the different choices of cofibrations
lead to the same stable homotopy category of symmetric spectra. The unit of the
smash product (i.e., the sphere spectrum) is denoted ‘S’ in both [EKMM] and
[HSS]. In order to distinguish between these two objects we use the notationSΣ

for the symmetric sphere spectrum.
In the preprint version of [HSS], symmetric spectra were treated based on

both simplicial sets and topological spaces. The published version is written
entirely simplicially, but for the comparison withS-modules it is convenient to
use topological spaces. We will refer to [MMSS] for a published treatment of
symmetric spectra of topological spaces; as one expects, the two versions are
Quillen equivalent, see [MMSS, 19.3]. As in [MMSS], aspaceis a compactly
generated weak Hausdorff space. One reference is [McC], and a more detailed
treatment is given in the appendix of Lewis’ thesis [Lew78].We denote byT the
category of pointed spaces.
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The present paper could not have been written without the collaboration with
MikeMandell, PeterMay andBrookeShipley. It is a spin-off of our joint effort to
understand the relationship between various spectra categories, which ultimately
led to the paper [MMSS]. I learned a lot of what I know aboutS-modules and
symmetric spectra through our extensive discussions. I would also like to thank
Mike Hopkins, Jeff Smith and Charles Rezk for several clarifying conversions
on topics related to this paper.

2. An adjoint functor pair

In order to define the functorΦ from the categoryMS of S-modules to the
categorySpΣ of symmetric spectra we start by choosing a desuspension of
the sphereS-module. To be specific we letS -1c be theS-moduleS∧LLS -1 =
S∧LLΣ∞1 S0 defined in [EKMM, II 1.7]. What matters is not the precise form of
S -1c , but that it is a cofibrant desuspension of the sphereS-module, i.e., it comes
with a weak equivalenceS -1c ∧ S1 −→ S, whereS1 denotes the circle. We use
the notationS -1c , as opposed toS -1S used in [EKMM], to emphasize that this is
a cofibrant model for the (-1)-sphere. Forn > 0 we defineS -nc to be then-fold
smash power of theS-moduleS -1c , endowed with the permutation action of the
symmetric group onn letters. We setS0c = S, the unit of the smash product;
here the notation is slightly misleading sinceS0c is notcofibrant. The functorΦ
is then given by

Φ(M)n = MS(S
-n
c ,M)

where the right hand side is the topological mapping space in the category of
S-modules. The symmetric group acts on the mapping space through the permu-
tation action of the source. Them-fold smash power of the desuspension map
S -1c ∧ S1 −→ S induces a map

MS(S
-n
c ,M) −−−→ MS(S

-(n+m)
c ∧ Sm,M) ∼= T (Sm,MS(S

-(n+m)
c ,M))

whose adjoint

Sm ∧MS(S
-n
c ,M) −−−→MS(S

-(n+m)
c ,M)

makesΦ(M) into a symmetric spectrum. Forn ≥ 1, theS-moduleS -nc is a
cofibrant model of the (-n)-sphere spectrum. So the functorΦ takes weak equiv-
alences ofS-modules to maps which are level equivalences above level 0, and
the i-th homotopy group of the spaceΦ(M)n is isomorphic to the(i − n)-th
homotopy group of theS-moduleM by [EKMM, II 1.8]. In particular there
is a natural isomorphism of stable homotopy groupsπ∗Φ(M) ∼= π∗M, andΦ
takes equivalences ofS-modules to stable homotopy equivalences of symmetric
spectra.
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The functorΦ is lax symmetric monoidal: smashing maps induces

MS(S
-m
c ,M) ∧MS(S

-n
c , N) −−−→ MS(S

-(m+n)
c ,M ∧N)

which assemble into a natural mapΦ(M) ∧Φ(N) −→ Φ(M ∧N) of symmetric
spectra. The unit mapSΣ −→ Φ(S) comes from the identity map ofS which is
a point inΦ(S)0 (SΣ is our notation for the symmetric sphere spectrum).

Proposition 2.1. The mapSΣ −→ Φ(S) is a stable equivalence of symmetric
spectra.

Proof. We choose an acyclic cofibrationi : SΣ −→ QSΣ to a fibrant object in
the positive stable model structure of symmetric spectra [MMSS, 14.2]. Then
QSΣ is anΩ-spectrum from level one on [MMSS, 14.2],(QSΣ)1 is a model for
the infinite loop spaceΩ∞Σ∞S1, and the map

i1 : S1 = (SΣ)1 −−−→ (QSΣ)1

is a generator for the infinite cyclic fundamental group of(QSΣ)1.
The symmetric spectrumΦ(S) is also anΩ-spectrum from level one on,

hence fibrant in the positive stable model structure, and so we can choose a map
j : QSΣ −→ Φ(S) which extends the mapSΣ −→ Φ(S). TheS-moduleS -1c

was defined asS∧LLS -1 = S∧LLΣ∞1 S0, so the spaceΦ(S)1 can be rewritten as

Φ(S)1 = MS(S
-1
c , S) ∼= S(Σ∞1 S0, FL(S, S)) ∼= FL(S, S)(R1)

using the adjunction [EKMM, II 1.3] and the fact thatL is left adjoint to the
forgetful functor fromL-spectra to spectra (FL(S, S) is the functionL-spectrum
of [EKMM, I 7.1]). By [EKMM, I 8.7] there is a weak equivalence from the
underlyingL-spectrum ofS to the function spectrumFL(S, S); hence the space
Φ(S)1 is weakly equivalent toS(R1), which is another model for the infinite
loop spaceΩ∞Σ∞S1. Moreover the map

S1 = (SΣ)1 −−−→ Φ(S)1 = MS(S
-1
c , S)

is adjoint to the weak equivalenceS -1c ∧ S1 −→ S, so it also is a generator for
the infinite cyclic fundamental group ofΦ(S)1.

We conclude thatj1 : (QSΣ)1 −→ Φ(S)1 is an infinite loop map between
two spaces which are each weakly equivalent toΩ∞Σ∞S1, and thatj1 induces
an isomorphismon fundamental groups. Hence themapj1 is aweak equivalence,
soj : QSΣ −→ Φ(S) is a level equivalence from level one on, hence a stable
equivalence of symmetric spectra. Thus the original mapSΣ −→ Φ(S) is also
a stable equivalence. �
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Since thecategoryofS-modules is enrichedover the categoryof basedspaces,
there is a natural isomorphism

Φ(M)Kn = T (K,MS(S
-n
c ,M)) ∼= MS(S

-n
c ,MK)

for K a based space,M anS-module andn ≥ 0. For varyingn these assemble
into an isomorphismΦ(M)K ∼= Φ(MK). Taking adjoints gives a natural map
K∧Φ(M) −→ Φ(K∧M) and the special case of the unit interval induces a
natural transformation

Cone(Φ(f )) −→ Φ(Cone(f )) ,

where Cone(f ) = I∧X ∪1×X Y is the mapping cone of a mapf : X −→ Y of
symmetric spectra orS-modules (here the unit intervalI is pointed by 0∈ I ).

Lemma 2.2. For every mapf : X −→ Y of S-modules the natural map
Cone(Φ(f )) −→ Φ(Cone(f )) is aπ∗-isomorphism of symmetric spectra. For
every family{Xi}i∈I of S-modules the natural map

∨
I Φ(Xi) −→ Φ

(∨
I Xi

)
is aπ∗-isomorphism of symmetric spectra.

Proof. By [MMSS, 7.4 (vi)] there is a long exact sequence relating the homotopy
groups of source, target and mapping cone of a map of symmetric spectra. The
same is true forS-modules by [EKMM, I 6.4] since mapping cones are defined
on underlyingL-spectra.

The functorΦ preserves homotopy groups, so the statement about wedges
follows once we know that in the categories of symmetric spectra andS-modules
the homotopy groups of a wedge coincide with the direct sum of the homotopy
groups of the wedge summands. For symmetric spectra this is shown in [MMSS,
7.4 (ii)].We were unable to find a reference for the corresponding property in the
category ofS-modules, so we provide the argument: the homotopy groups of an
S-module are the homotopy groups of the underlying coordinate free spectrum,
and wedges are also formed on underlying spectra [EKMM, I 4.4 and II 1.4].
If {Xi}i∈I is a family of coordinate free spectra, then their coproduct

∨
I Xi is

obtainedbyapplying thespectrification functorLof [LMS, I 2.2] to thecoproduct
of the underlying prespectra, which in turn is given by spacewise wedge. Even
though the spacewise wedge is not a spectrum (i.e., the adjoints of the structure
maps are usually not homeomorphisms), it is still an inclusion prespectrum in the
sense of [LMS, I 2.1]. Hence its spectrification can be calculated via the formula(∨

I

Xi

)
(V ) = colimV⊂W ΩW−V

(∨
I

Xi(W)

)

(see [LMS, p. 13]), whereV is a finite dimensional inner product sub vector
space of the indexing universe and the colimit is over all vector spacesW which
containV . Hence it suffices to show that the homotopy groups of a (spacewise)
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wedge of prespectra are the sum of the homotopy groups, which is shown in
[MMSS, 7.4 (ii)]. �

The functorΦ has a left adjoint functorΛ : SpΣ −→MS which is strong
symmetric monoidal. The value ofΛ on a symmetric spectrumA is given by the
coequalizer of two maps ofS-modules∨

k,l≥0
(S -kc ∧Σk

Sk) ∧ (S -lc ∧Σl
Al) −−−→−−−→

∨
n≥0

S -nc ∧Σn
An .

Oneof themaps is induced from thek-fold smashpower of the desuspensionmap
S -1c ∧ S1 −→ S. The other map comes from the(Σk ×Σl)-equivariant structure
mapSk∧Al −→ Ak+l of A.

The fact thatΛ is strong symmetric monoidal now follows formally. The
adjoint of the mapSΣ −→ Φ(S) of Proposition 2.1 is a mapΛ(SΣ) −→ S;
that map is an isomorphism because both sides represent the same functor which
sends anS-moduleM to the mapping spaceMS(S,M) = Φ(M)0.

Combining the units of the adjunction, an instance of the monoidal map
Φ(M) ∧Φ(N) −→ Φ(M ∧N) and the counit of the adjunction yields a natural
map

Λ(A ∧B) −−−→ Λ(Φ(Λ(A)) ∧Φ(Λ(B))) −−−→ Λ(Φ(Λ(A) ∧Λ(B)))

−−−→ Λ(A) ∧Λ(B) .

SinceΦ is symmetric monoidal its adjointΛ becomes a symmetriccomonoidal
functorwith respect to thesemaps.Weclaim thatmoreover themapΛ(A ∧B) −→
Λ(A) ∧Λ(B) is an isomorphism, so thatΛbecomesastrongsymmetricmonoidal
functor with respect to the inverse transformation. Every symmetric spectrum is
a colimit of spectra of the formS ⊗W whereW is a pointedΣm-space, viewed
as a symmetric sequence concentrated in levelm, and⊗ denotes the tensor prod-
uct of symmetric sequences [HSS, 2.1.3]. SinceΛ preserves colimits, we only
have to prove the claim whenA andB are of this special form. TheS-module
Λ(SΣ ⊗W) is isomorphic toS -mc ∧Σm

W since both represent the functor which
sends anS-moduleM to the space ofΣm-equivariantmaps fromW toΦ(M)m. In
particular for a free symmetric spectrumFmK = SΣ⊗((Σm)+∧K) [HSS, 2.2.5]
we obtain an isomorphismΛ(FmK) ∼= S -mc ∧K. If V is aΣn-space, viewed as a
symmetric sequence concentrated in leveln, then theS-modules

Λ((S ⊗W) ∧ (S ⊗ V )) ∼= Λ(S ⊗ ((Σm+n)+∧Σm×Σn
(W ∧ V ))

and

Λ(S ⊗W) ∧ Λ(S ⊗ V ) ∼= (S -mc ∧Σm
W) ∧ (S -nc ∧Σn

V )

∼= S -(m+n)c ∧Σm×Σn
(W ∧V )

both represent the same functor, via the instance of the transformationΛ(A ∧B)

−→ Λ(A) ∧Λ(B), and hence they are isomorphic.
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3. Homotopical analysis

The functorΦ preserves and reflects weak equivalences between arbitraryS-
modules, so it passes to a functor on homotopy categories. The left adjointΛ

is only homotopically well-behaved for certain symmetric spectra. In order to
single out a big enough class of symmetric spectra for whichΛ can be controlled
homotopically, weuse thenotion of anS-cofibrantsymmetric spectrum. In [HSS,
5.3.6], Hovey,Shipley and Smith introduce theS-model structure for symmetric
spectra of simplicial sets. However, they defer the verification of the model
category axioms to a future paper of Smith about commutative symmetric ring
spectra. For lack of published reference we will not use theS-model structure
explicitly, but rather recall and prove those aspects which are relevant for us.

A mapX −→ Y of symmetric spectra is anS-acyclic fibration if for all
m ≥ 0 its m-th levelXm −→ Ym is aΣm-acyclic fibration of spaces (i.e., a
Serre fibration and weak equivalence on fixed points for all subgroups of the
symmetric groupΣm). A map of symmetric spectra is anS-cofibrationif it has
the left lifting property [Hov, 1.1.2] with respect to allS-acyclic fibrations. Every
stable cofibration (see [HSS, 3.4.1]; stable cofibrations are called ‘q-cofibrations’
in [MMSS, 6.1 (vi)]) is anS-cofibration, but not vice versa.

Theorem 3.1. For everyS-cofibrant symmetric spectrumA, the unitA −→
Φ(Λ(A)) of the adjunction is a stable equivalence of symmetric spectra.

Proof. For the proofweneed yet another class of cofibrations: amapA −→ B of
symmetric spectra is anh-cofibrationif it has the homotopy extension property in
the classical sense, i.e., if every map fromI+∧A∪A B can be extended toI+∧B
(I is the unit interval). Equivalently, a map is an h-cofibration if and only if it has
the left lifting property with respect to the evaluation mapXI −→ X (induced
by the inclusion{0} −→ I ) for all symmetric spectraX. Such an evaluationmap
is levelwise aΣm-acyclic fibration, hence everyS-cofibration is an h-cofibration.

For the course of this proof we call a symmetric spectrumgoodif the unit of
the adjunction is a stable equivalence for this spectrum.We prove a sequence of
claims, the last of which gives the theorem.

(a) A symmetric spectrum is good if and only if its suspension is good.
(b) The mapping cone of any map between good symmetric spectra is good.
(c) If A −→ B is an h-cofibration of symmetric spectra and ifA andB/A are

good, then so isB.
(d) The class of good spectra is closed under wedges.
(e) Given a sequenceXn −→ Xn+1, n ≥ 0, of h-cofibrations of symmetric

spectra such that everyXn is good, then the colimit of the sequence is also
good.

(f) Let m ≥ 0 and letH be a subgroup of the symmetric groupΣm. Then the
symmetric spectrumS ⊗ (Σm/H)+ is good, where⊗ denotes the tensor
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product of symmetric sequences [HSS, 2.1.3] and(Σm/H)+ is viewed as
symmetric sequence concentrated in levelm.

(g) Let IS be the set of maps of symmetric spectra

S ⊗ (Σm/H × Sn−1)+ −−−→ S ⊗ (Σm/H ×Dn)+

for n,m ≥ 0 andH a subgroup of the symmetric groupΣm. Every relative
IS-cell complex is good (i.e., every sequential colimit of pushouts of wedges
of maps inIS , see e.g. [MMSS, 5.4]).

(h) EveryS-cofibrant symmetric spectrum is good.

(a) The functorΛ commutes with suspension, and the mapΣΦ(Λ(A)) −→
Φ(ΣΛ(A)) ∼= Φ(Λ(ΣA)) is a π∗-isomorphism, hence a stable equivalence,
by Lemma 2.2. Claim (a) follows since the unit mapA −→ Φ(Λ(A)) is a
stable equivalence if and only if its suspensionΣA −→ ΣΦ(Λ(A)) is a stable
equivalence, see [MMSS, 8.12 (i’)].

(b) Let f : A −→ B be a map between good symmetric spectra. The map-
ping cylinder of a map is homotopy equivalent to the target object, hence the
map Cyl(f ) −→ Cyl(Φ(Λ(f ))) is a stable equivalence sinceB is good. Since
A is good and the source inclusion of a mapping cylinder is an h-cofibration, the
inducedmaponmapping conesCone(f ) −→ Cone(Φ(Λ(f ))) is a stable equiv-
alence by [MMSS, 8.12 (iv)]. SinceΛ commutes with taking mapping cones,
the mapping cone off is good by Lemma 2.2.

(c) For an h-cofibrationi : A −→ B the map Cone(i) −→ B/A from the
mapping cone to the quotient is a homotopy equivalence.We choose a homotopy
inverseB/A −→ Cone(i) and letf : B/A −→ ΣA be the composite map
B/A −→ Cone(i) −→ ΣA. By parts (a) and (b) the mapping cone off is
good. But the mapping cone off is homotopy equivalent to the suspension of
B, soΣB is good and henceB is good by part (a).

(d) For any family{Ai}i∈I of symmetric spectra the map∨
i∈I

Φ(Λ(Ai)) −−−→ Φ(
∨
i∈I

Λ(Ai)) ∼= Φ(Λ(
∨
i∈I

Ai))

is aπ∗-isomorphism, thus a stable equivalence, by Lemma 2.2. Claim (d) follows
since a wedge of stable equivalences is again a stable equivalence, see [MMSS,
8.12 (ii)].

(e) Since the mapsXn −→ Xn+1 are h-cofibrations, the colimit of the se-
quence is homotopy equivalent to themapping telescope. Thewedge of the spec-
traXn includes by an h-cofibration into the mapping telescope, with quotient the
wedge of the suspension of the spectraXn. Hence the mapping telescope is good
by parts (a), (c) and (d). Since bothΛ andΦ preserve homotopy equivalences,
the colimit of the sequence is also good.

(f) The casem = 0 is proved in Proposition 2.1, so we may assumem ≥ 1.
We consider the commutative diagram
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whereEΣm is a free and non-equivariantly contractibleΣm-CW-complex and
Σm/H × EΣm carries the diagonal action. SinceΣm/H × EΣm −→ Σm/H

is a weak equivalence of underlying spaces, the left vertical map is a levelwise
equivalence, hence a stable equivalence, of symmetric spectra. SinceS-1c is a cell
S-module, the map

S-mc ∧Σm
(Σm/H × EΣm)+ −−−→ S-mc ∧Σm

(Σm/H)+

is a weak equivalence ofS-modules. Indeed the caseH = Σm is established in
[EKMM, III 5.1], but the same argument works for a general subgroup. Hence
the right vertical map is a stable equivalence and it suffices to show that the
symmetric spectrumS ⊗ (Σm/H × EΣm)+ is good.

The skeleton inclusions ofΣm/H ×EΣm are h-cofibrations, so by parts (c)
and (e) it suffices to show the claim for the subquotients of the skeleton filtration,
which are wedges ofΣm-spaces of the form(Σm)+∧ Sn. By (a) we may assume
n = 0. Because of the isomorphismS ⊗ (Σm)+ ∼= FmS

0 we only have to verify
thatFmS

0 is good, or, by (a) again, thatFmS
m is good. The map of symmetric

spectraFmS
m −→ SΣ which is the identity at levelm is a stable equivalence. The

functorΛ takes this stable equivalence to them-fold power of the desuspension
mapS-1c ∧ S1 −→ S, which is a weak equivalence ofS-modules. The symmetric
suspension spectrumSΣ is good by Proposition 2.1, hence so isFmS

m.
(g) By parts (a) and (f) the cofibers of the maps inIS are good.All maps inIS

are h-cofibrations, so parts (c) and (d) show that good spectra are closed under
pushout along a coproduct of maps inIS . By part (e) the colimits of a sequence
of such maps is good, so allIS-cell complexes are good.

(h) Quillen’s small object argument shows that everyS-cofibrant spectrum is
a retract of anIS-cell complex, so part (g) gives the conclusion. More precisely,
the domains of the maps inIS are compact in the sense of [MMSS, 5.6] and
IS satisfies the Cofibration Hypothesis of [MMSS, 5.3]. Hence the small object
argument in the formulation of [MMSS, 5.8] provides anIS-cell complexAc and
a mapp : Ac −→ A which has the right lifting property for the maps inIS . For
our choice ofIS this means thatpm : Ac

m −→ Am is aΣm-acyclic fibration of
spaces for allm ≥ 0. SinceA is S-cofibrant it has the left lifting property forp,
and soA is indeed a retract of if theIS-cell complexAc. SinceAc is good, so is
A. �
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4. S-cofibrant symmetric spectra

Because of the good formal properties of the functorsΛ andΦ, they induce ad-
joint functor pairs between the various categories of rings, modules and algebras
based on symmetric spectra andS-modules.We can control the homotopical be-
havior ofΛ in these cases because cofibrant objects in the respective categories
of rings,modules and algebras are in particularS-cofibrant as symmetric spectra;
this allows us to apply Theorem 3.1.

Let R be a symmetric ring spectrum. We call a map ofR-modules anS-
cofibrationif it has the left lifting property with respect to allR-module homo-
morphisms which areS-acyclic fibrations of underlying symmetric spectra.

Lemma 4.1. Let f : R −→ P be a map of symmetric ring spectra. Then
extension of scalars alongf takesS-cofibrations ofR-modules toS-cofibrations
of P -modules. IfP is S-cofibrant as anR-module, then restriction of scalars
alongf takesS-cofibrations ofP -modules toS-cofibrations ofR-modules.

Proof. Since restriction of scalars does not change the underlying symmetric
spectra, its left adjoint extension functor preservesS-cofibrations. For the second
statement we exploit the fact that restriction of scalars alongf also has aright
adjoint of the form HomR(P,−). If P is S-cofibrant as anR-module, then this
right adjoint preserves the property of being anS-acyclic fibration on underlying
spectra (the proof is similar to [HSS, 5.3.9 (3)], which proves the caseR = SΣ ).
So the left adjoint restriction functor preservesS-cofibrations. �

By an unpublished theorem of Jeff Smith the category of commutative sym-
metric ring spectra supports amodel structure with the stable equivalences as the
weak equivalences. The model structure is created in thepositivestable model
structure of underlying symmetric spectra. A published account for symmet-
ric spectra based on topological spaces can be found in Sect. 15 of [MMSS].
The key technical property from our present point of view is that commutative
symmetric ring spectra which are cofibrant in this model structure are alsoS-
cofibrant as symmetric spectra. The proof of the following slightly more general
result is modeled on, and refers to, [MMSS, 15.9] where it is shown that positive
cofibrations between commutative symmetric ring spectra are h-cofibrations.

Cofibrant commutative symmetric ring spectra are built from free objects, so
in a first step we analyze the ‘free’ or symmetric algebra functorC from sym-
metric spectra to commutative symmetric ring spectra. The symmetric algebra
functor has the form

CX = SΣ ∨ X ∨ Sym2(X) ∨ . . . ∨ Symn(X) ∨ . . .

where Symn(X) = X∧n/Σn is then-th symmetric power functor.
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Lemma 4.2. Let X be a wedge of free symmetric spectra of the formFkS
q
+

or FkS
0 for k, q ≥ 0. Then for alln ≥ 0 the symmetric powerSymn(X) is

S-cofibrant.

Proof. The symmetric smash power of a wedge is isomorphic to a wedge of
smash products of smash powers (possibly with smaller exponents) of the sum-
mands. SinceS-cofibrant symmetric spectra are closed under wedges and smash
products [HSS, 5.3.7 (2)], it is enough to show that the symmetric smashpower of
every free symmetric spectrum of the formFkS

q
+ orFkS

0 isS-cofibrant. The only
relevant property ofSq

+ andS0 is that theirn-th smash powers(S
q
+)∧n ∼= (Sq)n+

and(S0)∧n ∼= S0 areΣn-CW-complexes with respect to the permutation action;
so for the rest of the proof we letA be any pointed space with this property and
we show that Symn(FkA) is S-cofibrant.

SinceFkA ∼= S ⊗ ((Σk)+∧A), the n-th symmetric power ofFkA is iso-
morphic to the symmetric spectrumS ⊗ (((Σk)+∧A)⊗n/Σn), where as before
the tensor product is the tensor product of symmetric sequences,(Σk)+∧A is
viewed as a symmetric sequence concentrated in dimensionk andΣn permutes
the tensor powers. SinceS ⊗ − is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from
symmetric spectra to symmetric sequences, it suffices to show that the symmet-
ric sequence((Σk)+∧A)⊗n/Σn has the left lifting property for maps between
symmetric sequences which are levelwise equivariant acyclic fibrations. This
symmetric sequence is concentrated in dimensionnk, so we are done if we can
show that its only non-trivial space is aΣnk-CW-complex.

Thenk-th level of((Σk)+∧A)⊗n is isomorphic to(Σnk)+∧A∧n with leftΣnk-
action on the left factor. Under this identification the permutation action ofΣn

becomes the diagonal action, permuting then blocks of lengthk in Σnk and
permuting the powers ofA. So the orbit space by the diagonalΣn-action is of
the form(Σnk)+∧Σn

A∧n withΣnk still acting through the left factor. So the space
in question is induced from theΣn-CW-complexA∧n along the homomorphism
that injectsΣn intoΣnk as the block permutations, and so it is indeed aΣnk-CW-
complex, which finishes the proof. �
Lemma 4.3. Let i : R −→ P be a cofibration in the positive model structure of
commutative symmetric ring spectra[MMSS, 15.1]. Theni is anS-cofibration
when viewed as a map of leftR-modules.

Proof. We proceed in steps. Suppose first that the mapi : R −→ P is the
pushout of a generating cofibrationCX −→ CY along some mapCX −→ R

of commutative symmetric ring spectra. HereX −→ Y is a wedge of maps
in the generating setF+I of positive stable cofibrations [MMSS, Sect. 14]; in
particular,X is a wedge of symmetric spectra of the formFkS

q
+.

Thepushoutof adiagramR←− CX −→ CY in thecategoryof commutative
symmetric ring spectra is given by the smash productR∧CXCY . By [MMSS,
15.10] the underlyingR-module ofR∧CXCY can be written as the geometric
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realization of a certain simplicialR-moduleB∗. This simplicialR-module arises
as a two-sided bar constructionB(R,CX,CT ), whereT is a wedge of free
symmetric spectra of the formFkS

0. However, all that matters for us is the
following property: for everyk ≥ 0 the map from theR-module of degenerate
k-simplices ofB∗ to Bk is isomorphic to the inclusion of a wedge summand
whose complementary summand is a wedge ofR-modules of the form

R ∧ Symn1(X) ∧ . . . ∧ Symnk (X) ∧ Symnk+1(T ) ;
for k = 0 the degenerate 0-simplices have to be interpreted asR and the splitting
refers to an inclusion ofR into the module of 0-simplices.

By Lemma 4.2 the symmetric spectra Symnj (X) and Symnk+1(T ) are S-
cofibrant. SinceS-cofibrant spectra are closed under smash product [HSS, 5.3.7
(2)], all the complementary summands areS-cofibrant asR-modules. Hence
the inclusions of theR-modules of degenerate simplices intoBk (for k ≥ 0)
areS-cofibrations ofR-modules.S-cofibrations are closed under pushouts and
sequential colimits, so by induction over simplicial skeleta the map fromR to
|B∗| ∼= R∧CXCY is anS-cofibration ofR-modules.

If the mapi : R −→ P is a finite composition of pushouts along generating
cofibrationsCX −→ CY , then we factor it asi = i ′ ◦ p wherep : R −→ R′ is
a single pushout along a generating cofibrationCX −→ CY , andi ′ : R′ −→ P

is a finite, but shorter, composition of such pushouts. By induction the mapi ′ is
anS-cofibration ofR′-modules. By the above the mapp is anS-cofibration of
R-modules; in particular,R′ is S-cofibrant as anR-module. So by Lemma 4.1
the mapi ′, and hence the original mapi = i ′ ◦ p, is also anS-cofibration of
R-modules.

The maps in the setC(F+I ) generate the cofibrations in the positive model
structure for commutative symmetric ring spectra. Hence by Quillen’s small ob-
ject argument (in the formulation of [MMSS, 5.8]) every cofibration of commu-
tative symmetric ring spectra is a retract of a countable composition of pushouts
along maps of the formCX −→ CY for X −→ Y a wedge of maps in the
setF+I . Sequential colimits over h-cofibrations of commutative symmetric ring
spectra can be calculated on underlying spectra [MMSS, 15.3], so the state-
ment holds for countable compositionsof pushoutsalonggeneratingcofibrations.
Hence the claim holds for retracts of such maps, thus for arbitrary cofibrations
of commutative symmetric ring spectra. �

5. Quillen equivalences

In this final section we show that the adjoint functorsΦ andΛ form Quillen
equivalences when considered as functors between various categories of spectra,
ring spectra and module spectra. Quillen equivalences in particular give rise
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to equivalences of the associated homotopy categories, so Theorem 5.1 below
implies our main theorem stated in the introduction.

Themost prominentmodel structure for symmetric spectra is thestablestruc-
ture of [HSS, 3.4.4] or [MMSS, 9.2]. However there is no strong symmetric
monoidal functor from the category of symmetric spectra to the category of
S-modules which is also a left Quillen functor with respect to the stable model
category structure. The reason for this is quite simple: any strongmonoidal func-
tor has to take the cofibrant symmetric sphereSΣ to the non-cofibrantS-module
sphere. This can be easily remedied by slightly restricting the class of cofibra-
tions of symmetric spectra and work with thepositivestable model structure
[MMSS, 14.2]. For this one keeps the stable equivalences as weak equivalences,
and thepositive cofibrationsare those stable cofibrations which are a homeo-
morphism at level zero. Thepositive stable fibrationsare thosemaps which have
the right lifting property with respect to all positive cofibrations which are also
stable equivalences.A symmetric spectrum is fibrant in the positive stable model
structure if and only if it is anΩ-spectrum from level one upwards. Note that the
symmetric sphere spectrum is no longer cofibrant in the positive stable model
structure. Since the positive and the stable model structure have the same weak
equivalences, then give rise to the same homotopy category. Indeed, the iden-
tity functor is a left Quillen equivalence from the positive to the stable model
structure,

The positive stable model structure generates similar model structures for
modules over a symmetric ring spectrum [MMSS, 14.5 (i)], algebras over a
commutative symmetric ring spectrum [MMSS, 14.5 (iii)], and commutative
algebras over a commutative symmetric ring spectrum [MMSS, 15.2 (i)]. In
each case the weak equivalences and fibrations are the maps which are stable
equivalences or positive stable fibrations respectively on underlying symmetric
spectra.

The categories ofP -modules andP -algebras (for commutativeP ) also admit
model structures in which the weak equivalences and fibrations are defined on
underlying symmetric spectra with respect to the stable (as opposed to the pos-
itive) model structure. Whenever this is the case, the stable and positive model
structures have the same homotopy category and are Quillen equivalent. How-
ever, forcommutativealgebras over a commutative symmetric ring spectrum it
is crucial to work relative to the positive model structure. For example the cate-
gory of all commutative symmetric ring spectra doesnot form a model category
with weak equivalences and fibrations defined in the stable model structure of
underlying spectra [SS, 4.5].

Theorem 5.1. The functorsΦ andΛ are a Quillen equivalence when viewed as
functors between any of the following pairs of model categories. (In all the cate-
gories of structured symmetric spectra the model structure under consideration
is the positive stable structure.)
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(i) The category of symmetric spectra and the category ofS-modules.
(ii) The category of symmetric ring spectra and the category ofS-algebras.
(iii) The category of commutative symmetric ring spectra and the category of

commutativeS-algebras.
(iv) The category ofP -modules and the category ofΛ(P )-modules for any

symmetric ring spectrumP which isS-cofibrant as a symmetric spectrum.
(v) The category ofP -algebras and the category ofΛ(P )-algebras for any

commutative symmetric ring spectrumP which isS-cofibrant as a symmet-
ric spectrum.

(vi) The category of commutativeP -algebras and the category of commutative
Λ(P )-algebras for any commutative symmetric ring spectrumP which is
S-cofibrant as a symmetric spectrum.

Let R be anS-algebra and note that then the counitΛ(Φ(R)) −→ R of the
adjunction is a map ofS-algebras, or even of commutativeS-algebras ifR is
commutative.

(vii) The functorsΦ andR∧Λ(Φ(R))Λ are a Quillen equivalence between the
category ofR-modules and the category ofΦ(R)-modules.

(viii) If R is commutative, then the functorsΦ andR∧Λ(Φ(R))Λ are a Quillen
equivalence between the category ofR-algebras and the category ofΦ(R)-
algebras.

Proof. Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) are special cases of (iv), (v) and (vi) respectively
for P = SΣ . The positive cofibrations of symmetric spectra are generated by the
setFI+ of mapsFmS

n−1
+ −→ FmD

n+ for positive integersm andn ≥ 0 (with
S -1 = ∅), see [MMSS, 14.2]. The left adjointΛ takes a typical generating map
to S -mc ∧ Sn−1

+ −→ S -mc ∧Dn+ which is a cofibration ofS-modules sinceS -mc is
cofibrant for positivem. By a similar inspection,Λ takes the setK+ [MMSS,
Sect. 14] of generating positive acyclic cofibrations to acyclic cofibrations of
S-modules. HenceΛ andΦ form a Quillen pair [Hov, 2.1.20] with respect to
the positive stable model structure of symmetric spectra. In all other cases of
rings, modules and algebras, the fibrations and weak equivalences are defined on
underlyingS-modules or symmetric spectra respectively. Since the right adjoint
Φ preserves weak equivalences and fibrations,Φ and its respective left adjoints
form in Quillen functor pair in all cases. The right adjointΦ also detects all weak
equivalences. So to show parts (iv), (v) and (vi) it suffices to prove [Hov, 1.3.16]
that in each case the adjunction unit is a weak equivalence on the respective
cofibrant objects. We now show that those cofibrant objects areS-cofibrant as
symmetric spectra. Then Theorem 3.1 shows that the adjunction unit is a weak
equivalence and thus finishes the proof.

Suppose thatP is anycommutativesymmetric ring spectrum. IfA is a cofi-
brant object in the positivemodel structure ofP -algebras, thenA is also cofibrant
in the absolute stable model structure of [MMSS, 12.1 (iv)]. HenceA is stably
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cofibrant as aP -module [MMSS, 12.1 (v)], thusS-cofibrant as aP -module. IfA
is a cofibrant in the positivemodel structure ofcommutativeP -algebras, then the
unit mapP −→ A is a cofibration of commutative symmetric ring spectra, thus
anS-cofibration ofP -modules by Lemma4.3. So in cases (v) and (vi) the respec-
tive cofibrant algebras areS-cofibrant asP -modules. IfP is a not necessarily
commutative symmetric ring spectrum, then everyP -module which is cofibrant
in the positive stable model structure is alsoS-cofibrant as aP -module. Lemma
4.1 shows that if the ring spectrumP is S-cofibrant as a symmetric spectrum,
then everyS-cofibrantP -module isS-cofibrant as a symmetric spectrum. This
takes care of parts (iv), (v) and (vi).

For parts (vii) and (viii) the left adjoint ofΦ is not just given byΛ any-
more, which takesΦ(R)-modules orΦ(R)-algebras toΛ(Φ(R))-modules or
Λ(Φ(R))-algebras respectively. In addition one has to extend scalars along the
counitΛ(Φ(R)) −→ R of the adjunction. However the precise form of the left
adjoint is not relevant since we argue by showing that in each case the functorΦ

passes to an equivalence of homotopy categories. For part (vii) we choose a sta-
ble equivalence of symmetric ring spectraP −→ Φ(R) with P cofibrant in the
positive stable model structure of symmetric ring spectra. SinceΦ andΛ are a
Quillen equivalence for thismodel structure by part (ii), the adjointΛ(P ) −→ R

is a weak equivalence ofS-algebras. We consider the commutative diagram of
model categories and right Quillen functors

in which the horizontal functors are restriction of scalars along the weak equiv-
alences of ring spectraΛ(P ) −→ R andP −→ Φ(R) respectively. Restriction
of scalars along a weak equivalence induces an equivalence of homotopy cate-
gories (see [EKMM, III 4.2] forS-algebras and [HSS, 5.4.5] or [MMSS, 12.1
(vi)] for symmetric ring spectra). Furthermore the right vertical functor induces
an equivalence of homotopy categories by the already established part (iv). SoΦ,
viewed as a functor fromR-modules toΦ(R)-modules, passes to an equivalence
of homotopy categories, hence together with its left adjoint it forms a Quillen
equivalence by [Hov, 1.3.13].

For part (viii) we choose a stable equivalence ofcommutativesymmetric
ring spectraP −→ Φ(R) with P cofibrant as a commutative symmetric ring
spectrum. By part (iii), the adjointΛ(P ) −→ R is then a weak equivalence
of commutativeS-algebras. We claim that restriction of scalars along a weak
equivalence of commutative algebras passes to an equivalence of the homotopy
categories of the algebras over the commutative algebras; given this, the same
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argument as in the previous paragraph reduces to the already established part (v).
The claim is is shown in [HSS, 5.4.5] and [MMSS, 12.1 (vii)] for symmetric ring
spectra. The corresponding statement forS-algebras does not appear explicitly in
[EKMM], but we argue as follows. SupposeR −→ P is a weak equivalence of
commutativeS-algebras. IfA is cofibrant in the model category ofR-algebras,
then by [EKMM, VII 6.2] the unit mapR −→ A is a cofibration ofR-modules.
Hence the quotientA/R is a cofibrantR-module, so a retract of a cellR-module,
and themapA/R ∼= R∧RA/R −→ P ∧RA/R is aweak equivalence by [EKMM,
III 3.8]. For a cofibrations of modules over anS-algebra, the quotient module is
homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone. Since mapping cones are formed on
underlyingL-spectra, [EKMM, I 6.4] gives a long exact sequences relating the
homotopy groups of source, target and quotient. Hence the five lemmashows that
the mapA −→ P ∧RA is a weak equivalence, and so restriction and extension
of scalars form a Quillen equivalence. �
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